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GIRL LED: WHAT’S IT ALL ABOUT?



3 PROCESSES, 
ONE 
POWERFUL 
PROGRAM



QUICK SHARE OUT

Remember a time when you were allowed to make a 
choice.   How old were you? Think back as far as you can.

Think back to the earliest time you can remember when 
you had NO choice.



OBJECTIVES

 Provide examples of what the Girl 
Led, Learning by Doing and 
Cooperative Learning processes look 
like at a specific grade level.

 Identify where the Three Processes 
are used in the Journey Adult Guide 
and describe a variety of ways to use 
those processes in other Girl Scout 
activities.

 Identify at least three ways that girls 
benefit from the use of the Three 
Processes and why they are so 
important.

Cooperative 
Learning

Learning 
by Doing

Girl Led



THE THREE PROCESSES

 Girl Led means girls shape their experience by asking questions, 

offering ideas and using their imaginations.

 Learning by Doing means girls do something and then learn 

from it.  The activity is only part of the process.  Reflection – what 
girls think about and discuss their experience – is what helps them 
learn from it.

 Cooperative Learning means that girls work together toward a 

common goal.



IDENTIFY THE ACTIVITY AT EACH GRADE LEVEL

GIRL LED
LEARNING BY 

DOING

COOPERATIVE 

LEARNING

Daisy

Brownie

Junior

Cadette

Senior 

Ambassador

National Program 

Conference results on next 

slide.





IDENTIFY THE ACTIVITY - ATC SESSION ONE 

GIRL LED LEARNING BY DOING COOPERATIVE LEARNING

Daisy
Play, Experience Figuring,  

Lead, Plan, Decide, Learn
Reflection, Connect, Apply Learning Work together, Collaborate, Respect

Brownie
Lead, prepare, Make, Play, 

Experience, Become, Add, 

Solve

Participate, Reflect, Explore, Gain, 

Share

Feel, Experience, Decide, Accomplish, 

Participate

Junior
Play, Experience, Prepare, 

Encourage

Understand, Master, Participate,

Reflect, Skills, Explain, Discover

Connect, Apply, Share, Feel Powerful, 

Experience Belonging

Cadette
Plan, Discuss, Debate, 

Teach, Guide, Give

Ask questions, Experiment, Solve, 

Teach
Plan, Participate, Conflict Resolution

Senior Acting, Planning, Asking
Exposed to multiple resources & 

persepectives

Seeing Connections,

Reaching Beyond

Ambassador

Planning, Learning, 

Decision making, 

Identifying Challenges, 

Finding resources, 

Developing connections

Understand concepts, Master 

practical skills, Have experiences 

locally & globally, Apply insights

Work Together, Guide others, Sense of 

belonging



IDENTIFY THE ACTIVITY - ATC SESSION TWO 

GIRL LED LEARNING BY DOING COOPERATIVE LEARNING

Daisy Decision making Explore Taking Turns

Brownie Planning Reflecting Participate

Junior Planning Exploring Collaborating

Cadette Plan Solve Communicate

Senior Investigating Documenting Working Together

Ambassador Planning Exposure to new opportunities Working Together



ANOTHER SHARE OUT: ALL MY WORLDS

 Draw a circle that takes up most of the paper and divide it into 
four parts

 In each quarter, identify a group that you are a part of.  You might 
want to sketch some symbols or jot down some words/phrases to 
describe it.

 Find a buddy and tell them why you chose these groups and how 
you feel about being a part of them. Each of you take turns telling 
your story.

 What did you learn about your buddy?

This activity ties into the A World of Girls girl book.



CONSIDER:

▪ How easy was it to choose your groups?

▪ What prompted you to choose the ones you selected?

▪ What made you select the ones you chose to share?

▪ How did it feel to share you story?

▪ What was a highlight of sharing at your table/group?

▪ What did you learn about someone else?

▪ What is the value of sharing one’s story?

.



WHERE ARE THE 3 PROCESSES?

▪ Girls are leading the way by naming their “girl worlds” or groups.

▪ Having girls fold the paper, draw images of their worlds and of 
women who are a part of their world is the learning by doing.

▪ This activity moves girls toward the Discover outcome – Girls 
Develop a Strong Sense of Self

▪ They also move toward the Connect outcome – they feel connected 
to their communities, locally and globally.

▪ When begin to identify where they have taken on leadership roles 
and responsibilities in their worlds, they start on the Take Action 
outcome – girls feel empowered to make a difference in the world.



HERE’S WHAT IT’S ALL ABOUT
REFLECTION



A SIMPLE FORMULA FOR REFLECTION

What?  - Think about the activity you just did.

So What? – What do girls learn by doing this activity?

Now What? – How do you use what you’ve learned to 
take action?

Reflection is integral to Learning by Doing.  This simple 
formula helps girls know what they did during a meeting 
and be able to talk about it afterward. 



FINAL THOUGHTS

 Journey activities are designed to incorporate these 
processes

 Doing the activities with the girls aids in your own 
Learning by Doing leadership development.

 Once you get comfortable with the processes, you can 
think of even more ways to bring them into your activities.


